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maintain work quality, and drive productivity across your team? If you struggle in
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As your accounting �rm grows, do you �nd yourself struggling to delegate work,
maintain work quality, and drive productivity across your team? If you struggle in
these areas, It could be due to a lack of standardization of your accounting work�ows
and processes.

In this article, we cover 8 accounting work�ow checklists that you can use to
streamline your accounting work�ows and scale your �rm. You can read through the
whole article or click on any topic on the table of contents that you’d like to jump to.
Let’s get started! 
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You may be wondering, “How can accounting work�ow checklists help my �rm?”
Here are the top three bene�ts you’ll encounter once you switch to using ef�cient
checklists:

Bene�t 1 – They allow you to delegate work e�ectively
We all know delegation is tricky.  Sometimes it feels easier just to do things yourself
rather than go to the hassle of getting someone else to do it properly. Even if you
think you’ve explained the whole process to your employee, something always gets
left out or forgotten. This results in a lot of back and forth that drains your energy
and wastes time.  

When your time is wasted, your entire business suffers. If you’re not completing your
tasks properly and on time, your clients will be understandably upset and may take
their business elsewhere.

After all, you are handling their money!

An accounting work�ow checklist alleviates this problem by giving your staff a step-
by-step process and all the information needed to complete the client’s work quickly.
They will literally have a straightforward guide to follow every time, which will
prevent them from leaving things out or having to ask you questions. You’ll be able to
focus on your own projects, knowing your employees are completing their projects
with little to no input from you.

Bene�t 2 – They result in consistent client deliverables
As your �rm grows, it is vital that you can guarantee all your clients consistent
deliverables every time. If you can’t, it will cause rework and clients will get upset
and potentially take their business elsewhere.

Unfortunately, as your �rm grows and you hire more employees, it becomes harder
to ensure consistent work quality for all clients since you’re no longer doing
everything yourself. You have to delegate client work to your new staff members if
you want to take on more clients and continue to grow your �rm. However, new staff
members typically make mistakes due to a lack of experience.

Thankfully, accounting work�ow checklists can solve this problem!

By implementing accounting work�ow checklists, you can provide your staff with a
step-by-step process to follow and all the information they need to ensure the work
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gets done correctly every single time. Just as if you were doing it yourself! This results
in consistent client deliverables for all your clients every time no matter who does it. 

[Continue reading at https://�nancial-cents.com/blog/accounting-work�ow-
checklists/]
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